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ABSTRACT
Fecundity of fLnrrgg trWenUztn and

dnmogn across a spatially

heterogeneous Mojave Desert landscape
By
Nicole Sikula
Dr. Lawrence Walker, Examination Committee Chair
Professor of Biology
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas

Seed dynamics of Larrea trWenmm and /4m6rofia dw/Mcwa were measured for two
consecuGve years (2000-2001) in microhabitats under adult Larrea, under adult
v4;M6r(Mia, under non-LarreaL4/M6rofza shrubs, in barren open areas, and in open areas
with >50% microphytic crust cover. Microhabitat measurements were replicated at four
large-scale sites that differed in elevation and canyon. Both species produced equivalent
numbers o f seeds per shrub when both years were considered. ^/»6rogia had
signiGcantly more seeds in the soil seed bank than Larrea at two o f the four large-scale
sites. Microsite effects on the seed dispersal and subsequent distribuGon of these species
were not signiGcant beyond the parent shrub. Post-dispersal granivory experiments
indicated that Larrea seeds were preferenGally removed relaGve to v4/M6rofia on
occasion. Microhabitat-speciGc granivory was not a consistent effect.
The density of^f/nArosza juveniles was ca. 60 times that of Larrea. This increase
in the relaGve number o f vfm6rasza over Larrea could not be explained by large
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differences in their seed set or their seed bank size. Both species had more juveniles
associated with adult

shrubs than other microsite types and no juveniles of

either species were found in associaGon with microphyGc crust. This evidence suggests
adult yfzzzArosza may facilitate the recruitment of its conspeciGcs and Larrea, while soil
crust may inhibit successful recruitment.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
La/rea fndgMtam Cov. (creosote bush) and

dwrnosu (Gray) Payne (white

bursage) form a common plant community type that covers 900-1200 m elevation of
slopes (bradas) in the Mojave Desert in southwestern USA. These communiGes
consistenGy reoccur throughout the Mojave Desert and are characterized as open, desert
scrub dominated by the evergreen shrub, Larrea, and the deciduous shrub, .dm^rosza,
with few other perennial subordinates (Smith et al. 1997). Although desert scrub
communiGes have large interspaces of seemingly barren ground between shrubs, most of
the available space below ground is fully occupied by lateral root growth. The resultant
regular spacing among shrubs, or islands of shrubs, is therefore likely caused and
maintained by root compeGGon for available water (Pielou 1960, Mahall and Callaway
1990). Lzzrrgo and AzMAroszu interfere with each other by reducing the xylem pressure
potenGal of interspeciGc neighbors, especially when water is limiting (Fonteyn and
Mahall 1981). Root communicaGon between the two species was demonstrated by
Mahall and Callaway in 1990 where ydm^roszu and Lzz/rgu roots in close contact with
adult La/rea were both inhibited &om elongaGon. Luzrea and yf/M^roszu also exhibit
intraspeciGc interference, as the summed volumes and distances between nearest
conspeciGc neighbors are posiGvely correlated for both Luzreu and vfmAroszu (Wright &
Howe 1987).

1
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Given that Lazrea and Azzzùz-osza compete for resources, codominance o f these
trophically equivalent species can theoreGcally be maintained in a stable, homogeneous
environment if the pair o f species adopt alternative strategies for survival, such as one
emphasizing adult survivorship and the other emphasizing fecundity (Shmida and Ellner
1984). The degree o f similarity in life history traits between two coexisting species,
however, is lim iting, i.e., the differences between trade-offs in longevity and fecundity or
colonizahon ability must be large enough to allow for stable coexistence (Tilman 1994).
In addidon, non-uniform dispersal which would generate clumped individuals o f a
species and reduce interspeciûc compeGGon may also be necessary to facilitate stable
coexistence between two species with difference hfè history traits (Shmida and Ellner
1984). Generally, the implementaGon of mulGple plant strategies can lead to coexistence
between two species if compeGGon is often preempted and not every suitable site is
inhabited at any one time (Shmida and Ellner 1984, Tilman 1994).
Dissimilarity in Lazreu and v4zzz6z-osm longevity/mortality and fecundity appear to
contribute to their codominance (M cAuliffe 1988). Luzreu is likely to hve beyond 600
years; while .,4zzi6z'osza longevity barely exceeds 100 y e ^ (Bowers et al. 1995) and
vfzzzZzz-ojza mortality is 40-100 times greater than that ofLazraa (McAuliffe 1988, Bowers
et al. 1995). The ability o f Luzzeu to occupy suitable sites longer than /fzzzAz-osm is
counterbalanced by their relaGve colonizaGon abiliGes. y4zz%6z-osmrecruits over 30 times
more individuals than Luzreu in both disturbed (Vasek et al. 1975, Vasek 1979/80, Prose
et al. 1987) and undisturbed areas (Brown & Minnich 1986, McAuliffe 1988, Gabbert et
al. 1995).
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Another means by which stable coexistence can occur, is spaGal heterogeneity within
the plant community. Coexistence is enhanced when the diversity o f microsites within a
plant community permits species to occupy different microenvironments more often than
similar microsites and, thus, reduce interspeciGc compeGGon (Harper 1977). Young
Lazrga were found to be more prevalent under adult

than in open interspaces

between shrubs (M cAuliffe 1988) while young v4zz:6z'osm are more likely to establish in
the open interspaces (M cAuliffe 1988, Walker et al. 2001). AddiGonally, spaGal
variaGon in post-dispersal seed predaGon and differences in predaGon between species
can facilitate coexistence where microsites are hmiting because granivores reduce the
opportuniGes for interspeciGc compeGGon for these microsites (Huhne 1998).
The mechanisms that determine Luzreu and yfzzzAz-osm establishment in a spaGally
heterogeneous plant community include seed availability, germinaGon requirements, and
microhabitat requirements of seedlings, which collecGvely comprise the regeneraGon
niche o f a species (sensu Grubb 1977). Due to restricGve germinaGon requirements,
Luzreu has a relaGvely low germinaGon hacGon; in conjuncGon with its poor early
seedling survival, Luzreu colonizaGon is considered a rare event because o f its life history
strategies (Barbour 1968,1969). Comparable life history data for /4zzz6z"cism, however, is
not available. Given adequate and timely precipitaGon, both Luzreu and Xzzzhz-osza can
produce mulGple emergent seedhngs, and the relaGve abundance ofvfzzzhz-osm seedlings
can be disproporGonately greater than Luzreu (Beady 1974, Goldberg and Turner 1986).
Evidence for the relaGve seed availability of Luzreu and AzzzArosia is also lacking. Chew
and Chew (1970) estimated 90% o f Luzreu seed producGon is destroyed by rodent
granivory; whereas Boyd and Brum (1983) estimated 27.5% of dispersed Luzreu
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propagules were destroyed by rodent granivory. There are no granivory estimates for
to compare seed losses with Lazrea. Thus, it is unknown whether differences
in Luzreu and v4zzz6z-osm fecundity can be partly explained by the number of seeds each
species has available for germinaGon. Seed availability due to producGon, dispersal and
escape 6om granivores precedes any differences in germinaGon and seedling survival,
yet it has received hGle invesGgaGon.
MulGple studies have provided parGal infbrmaGon regarding Luzreu and v^zzz/zz-osm
colonizaGon abüiGes (e.g., Shreve and Hinckley 1937, Ackerman 1979, Vasek 1979/80,
Prose et al. 1987). No study, however, provides a comprehensive invesGgaGon ofLuzreu
and yfzzzAz-osm recruitment by considering the cumulaGve effects o f seed availability,
germinaGon and subsequent survival across variable microenvironments. In arid
environments, open or bare-ground microsites may have fewer seedlings emerge because
fewer seeds had accumulated in the open during lateral, secondary dispersal ia
comparison to shrub microsites which act as wind traps that accumulate relaGvely high
seed densiGes (Reichman 1984, Price and Reichman 1987, Aguiar & Sala 1997). Also,
there is some speculaGon that microsites covered with microphyGc, or cryptobioGc, crust
may promote seed entrapment by providing crevices for seed burial (Boudell et al. 2002)
or that crust-covered microsites may inhibit seed burial by coalescing sod parGcles into a
relaGvely solidiGed matrix (Belnap 1990). In addiGon, some studies indicate that the
presence of microphyGc crust coverage enhances germinaGon in microsites by increasing
soil moisture and nutrient input (Harper & St. Clair 1985, Eckert et al. 1986); whereas
others report contradictory results (West 1990).
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Given equal reproducGve output, the qualitaGve differences o f aridland
microenvironments affect the distribuGon o f seeds and seedlings. The degree of
heterogeneity in seed/seedling distribuGon, then, afflects the hequency o f interspeciGc
interacGons. The objecGves of this study are to: (1) determine the relaGve number of
seeds produced by Luzreu and

adults, (2) measure the relaGve number of seeds

available for germinaGon in shrub, open, and crust-covered microenvironments and
determine whether seed densiGes among these microsite types may contribute to spaGal
heterogeneity in seedling recruitment, and (3) directly compare the populaGon dynamics
of two codominant species at more than one large-scale study site.
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CHAPTER 2

METHODS
Study Area
In the following study, I measured Luzreu and

seed availability in Gve

microsite types which characterize much o f the small-scale variaGon o f Mojave Desert
bradas: under adult Lazreu, under adult v4zzz6z"osza, under non-LuzTguL4zzz6roszu adult
shrubs, in open interspaces lacking signiGcant microphyGc crust coverage, and in open
interspaces with signiGcant crust cover. In addiGon, I invesGgated Luzreu and .dzzz6z-oszu
seed dynamics and recruitment patterns in eight, 50x50 m (2500 m^) plots that
characterize some o f the large-scale, spaGal heterogeneity o f a Mojave Desert b^ada,
such as changes in elevaGon or plant community and changes in canyon.
I conducted this study in Lucky Strike Canyon (36°23 N, 115°29 W) and Lee
Canyon (36°27 N, 115°31 W ) on the northeastern side of the Spring Mountain Range in
southern Nevada, USA between March 2000 and December 2001. The topography o f the
canyons is characterized by gently sloping bradas (< 5° average verGcal slope) with
loose gravels stabilized by scaGered areas o f desert pavement and microphyGc crust. Dry
washes, relaGvely devoid o f vegetaGon, traverse the bradas with intermihent benches
where the dominant vegetaGon is Lazrgu and .^dzzzAz-oszu shrubs. Average annual
precipitaGon is 11.1 ± 5.7 cm (Western Regional Climate Center; Desert Game Range,
Nevada 1948-2001). August - October rains, which can yield new Luzrgu and AzzzLz-oszzz
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recruits when greater than 25 mm (Beatley 1974), totaled 20 nun in 2000 and 3 mm in

2001.
In the Mojave Desert,

plant communiGes generally dominate

between 900-1200 m elevaGon. Around 1200 m elevaGon, Luzreu and .dzMArosiu are
replaced by relaGvely monotypic stands o f Co/eogyne ra/MOsüszzziu, which dominate
elevaGons o f 1200-1500 m. Study plots were randomly located at the same elevaGon
within transiGonal plant communiGes where CoZeogyzie-dominated vegetaGon reaches its
lowest elevaGon and occurs along with Luzreu and
this transiGonal

In Lucky Strike Canyon,

plant community occurred at 1100 m where two plots

were established (ULSi, ULSi). In Lee Canyon, study plots were established in the
transiGonal LozTea-v4zzz6z-osm community at 1150 m elevaGon (U LEi, ULE]). Lower
elevaGon plots were established in each canyon at 100 m below the transiGonal plant
community boundary in the midst of a pure Luzrgu-.dzzz6z'osm community (Lucky Strike
Canyon, LSi and LSz, 1000 m; Lee Canyon, LEi and LEz, 1050 m). Each of the study
plots was centered on a bench where Lazreu fzidezztutu and /4zzz6z"osm dzzzziosu are
dominant but with subordinate perennials such as Kz-uzzzeziu gz-uyza, Mezzodoz-zz .^^zzzoszzs,
v4czzzzzptopzz;zpzzs s/zocAZeyz, ^Aedz" 0 zzevudezzszs, v4tz-ÿz/g% cozz/èzTz/ô/zzz, Lyczzzzzz
uzzzfez-sozzzz, Lzzce/zzzyhzizzosu, ArascAezzzzzzzz^vzu Zuzzzzm, Ezzccu sc/zzWzgez-a, and Lwccu
6z-gvz/ôZzzz. Nomenclature follows Munz, (1974). Several washes, relaGvely devoid of
vegetaGon, traverse the plots. In sampling the plots, randomly selected sites which fell in
washes were discarded and the next random site was used.
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Species ProGles
Lzzzrga tndgzimm is an evergreen, resinous shrub, 1-3 m tall, in the Zygophyllaceae.
It is one of the most widespread perennial species of deserts in southwestern North
America (Smith et al. 1997). Lurrgu produces perfect, solitary, yellow Gowers Gom
April-May and globose, hairy Guits (schizocarps) that separate into Gve indéhiscent, oneseeded carpels (meiicarps). In the Chihuahuan Desert, ca. two of the Gve carpels are
Glled with a seed (McGee and Marshall 1993). In the Sonoran Desert, ca. three out of
Gve carpels are GUed with seeds (Chew and Chew 1965). Over 90% of Lurrgu Guits fall
by the end o f August, while a few Guits remain on shrubs throughout the year.
dwmosu is a hemispherically-shaped, drought-deciduous shrub, 0.2-0.6 m
taU, in the Asteraceae. Its distribuGon lies solely in the Mojave Desert of southwestern
North America (Smith et al. 1997).

produces inconspicuous, racemose Gowers

with few male heads scattered between female heads,

Gowers February - June

annually and, with sufGcient autumn rains, September - November. Two to three female
heads merge to form a mulGple Guit with spines 2-2.5 mm long. Fruits consisting of 2-3
carpels disperse as a single propagule. Spring Guits fall Gom July - August and each Guit
may be GGed with one or two seeds (personal observaGon); Guits produced in autumn fall
by December.

Experimental Desien

I established two, 50x50 m, replicate plots at upper (1100 m elevaGon) Lucky Strike
Canyon (ULS), two replicate plots at lower (1000 m elevaGon) Lucky Strike Canyon
(LS), two rephcate plots at upper (1150m elevaGon) Lee Canyon (ULE), and two
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replicate plots at lower (1050 m elevation) Lee Canyon (LE). W ithin each o f the eight,
study plots, I randomly selected and tagged eight adult Lazreu and eight adult
Five microsite types were chosen to represent the spaGal heterogeneity of the surrounding
landscape: under tagged Lzzrrezz and ,47»6roszzz shrubs, under non-Lu/Teu/WmAroszzz
shrubs, in open areas without signiGcant crust cover, and in open areas with greater than
50% microphyGc crust cover. Non-LuzTezz/4/»6roszu shrubs (non-L/A) were the nearest
woody perennials to the tagged shrub that were not a Luzrezz or y4zzz6z"zzszzz species.
Secondarily, when emergent seedlings or juveniles were in close associaGon with an
adult shrub which was neither Lzzzrezz or yfzziLz-zzszzz, recruits were categorized into nonL/A nucrosite types. Non-L/A shrubs were most GequenGy Kz-zzzzzezizz, Mezzozfzzz-zz,
^Aez/z-zz, and A}-zz.rcAgzzzzzzzzAzzvzzz. Open microsites, relaGvely devoid o f microphyGc
crust cover ( « 10% visual cover), were deGned as barren areas > 0.20 m Gom the edge
of any shrub canopy; seed fates and the presence o f Lzzzrezz and .dzzzAroszzz seedlings were
invesGgated at this distance, beyond the inGuence of nearby conspeciGcs and other
shrubs. Crust microsites were deGned as open microsite types with ^ 50% visible
microphyte coverage per 100 cm^. MicrophyGc crust is a complex of mosses, lichens,
liverworts, algae, fungi and bacteria that weave through the top few millimeters o f soil
(West 1990). These soG crusts tend to occupy the nutrient-poor zones between
vegetaGon and are often used as indicators of ecological health (BLM Course Number
1730-41).
In tracking seed dispersal, post-dispersal granivory and resultant seed densiGes in the
seed bank, I centered microsites that would be invesGgated within 2 m distance Gom the
randomly selected and tagged Lzzzrezz or v4zzz6z"oszzz shrub which were measured for seed
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production over two consecuGve years (2000 and 2001). Focusing microsites around
Lurreu and

of known seed producGon was a straGGed random design that

allowed me to 1) consistently relocate microsite samples and 2) direcGy compare seed
densiGes at three life stages (producGon, dispersal, seed bank). This design yielded a
sample size of n = 16 for microsite types under Larrea and under Ambrosia in each
macrosite, ULS, LS, ULE, and LE, and double the sample size for non-L/A, open, and
crust microsite types (n = 32/macrosite) because these microsite types were replicated
around both Larrea and Ambrosia adults. Non-L/A, open and crust microsites around
different shrub species are not qualitaGvely different; thus, seed density and granivory
data were pooled to compensate for the rarity o f seeds and high variances of these
microsite types compared to under seed-source shrubs. The species and microsite effects
on Larrea and Ambrosia seed availability and recruitment o f new individuals were
analyzed for each macrosite (ULS, LS, ULE, and LE) separately and populaGon
consequences o f both large and small-scale spaGal heterogeneity on Larrea and Ambrosia
seed fates are discussed.

VeeetaGon and Soil Crust
VegetaGon analyses were conducted to quanGfy the average amount of space each
deGned microsite type covered in the study plots. VegetaGon analyses of each 50x50 m
plot were performed using Gve, randomly selected 100 m^ quadrats and were conducted
Apnl-June and September-October 2001, when perennial vegetaGon is typicaGy in leaf
and full. A ll herbaceous and woody perennials were idenGGed and the numbers present
within each quadrat were recorded; an overall summary is provided in Appendix A.
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Diversity indices were calculated using a variaGon of Simpson's index (Simpson 1949;!
- C). Average cover of each perennial species was estimated by randomly selecting three
representaGves within each quadrat and measuring two perpendicular diameters o f each
canopy; all canopies were assumed to be elhpGcal in shape. Signs of rodent acGvity were
measured by recording the number of open, and presumed acGve, rodent holes within
each quadrat along with the presence o f acGve rodent mounds. Older rodent mounds
lacking associated acGve holes were not recorded. Differences in microphyGc crust
coverage within each study plot were also determined, but independently of vegetaGon
analyses. I used 20x20 cm (0.04 m^) quadrats to estimate the amount o f quadrat area
covered with microphyGc crust. Crust quadrats were placed at 10 randomly selected
points along 5 randomly selected, parallel transects in each 50x50 m study plot. Crust
coverage was estimated to the nearest 10% using visual standards. A total of 50
estimates of percentage crust coverage were used to characterize each study plot (n =
100/macrosite). Areal cover of crust was calculated as the average percent cover in each
study plot mulGplied by the average space in the study plot not occupied by perennials.
Open microsites lacking signiGcant crust cover were then adjusted for the estimated area
inhabited by large, visible microphyGc colonies.

Seed Availability
ProducGon
Variables that contribute to the amount of seeds available for germinaGon include
seed producGon, dispersal, granivory and resultant seed densiGes. Seed producGon for
Lazrea was measured by counting the number o f mature Guits on each of the 64 total
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12
tagged shrubs (8 / study plot; 16 / macrosite) in June o f2000 and 2001. Estimates o f the
potenGal seed producGon were equated for Larrea and Azzibrosia by using the number of
carpels produced each year because the fruits of the two species are morphologically
different. In 2001, ten Guits (50 carpels) were sampled Gom each tagged Larrea shrub
and dissected under a microscope to determine the number of carpels Glled with viable
seeds, while the remaining Guits were leA on each shrub to disperse naturally. Viable
Larrea seeds were counted when live, green cotelydons were visible in crossecGon. It is
important to note that this criteria for determining the number o f carpels Glled with seeds
is conservaGve. For each tagged Larrea, the proporGon of Glled carpels containing
viable seeds was mulGplied by the counted carpel producGon on the tagged adult to
estimate seed producGon per shrub. Because carpels were not subsampled and dissected
to determine the proporGon Glled with viable seeds in the year 2000, Larrea seed
producGon for 2000 was estimated using the proporGons of carpels Glled with viable
seeds in 2001 and the number o f carpels counted on tagged Larrea in 2000.
Ambrosza producGon was measured by skirting each of the tagged shrubs with a
muslin cloth and collecting and counting fallen Guits every 3-4 weeks. I used this
technique because Azzzbrosza Guits are so densely packed that counting individual Guits
on the shrub was not pracGcal. AAer counting, Ambrosza Guits were scahered over the
dense canopy of its parent AzMbrosza to allow dispersal to proceed. Ten Guits (20-30
carpels) were sampled Gom each tagged Azzzbrosza in both years, 2000 and 2001, and
dissected under a microscope. Because live cotelydons are not discernible in crossecGons
of Azzzbrosza seeds, viable seeds were counted when fully hydrated seeds exuded liquid
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while crushed. This deGniGon for viability is also conservaGve. Estimated seeds/Gnit Gir
each AzMbrosm in each year were then used to estimate seed producGon per shrub.
Dispersal
Seed dispersal for 2000 and 2001 was estimated by using 10x10 cm (100 cm^) sGcky
traps placed in the Gxed microsite types within each macrosite (N = 512 tr^s/yr). SGcky
traps were made Gom square pieces o f cardboard covered with Tangelfbot® and were set
out between late June - August o f2000 and early June - August o f2001. This Gme
period captures the m ^ority o f Phase I dispersal (when both Lozrea and Azzzbz-osm Guits
had fallen) and a porGon o f Phase II dispersal (when lateral movement of propagules can
occur). Because Lazrea Guits dehisce into 5 one-seeded carpels upon dispersal, I employ
the term propagule, instead of Guit, to descnbe the dispersal units o f Lazrea and
Azzzbz"osza; dispersal units of Azzibz-osza were entire Guits o f 2-3 carpels. Lazrea and
Azzzbz-osza propagules were counted and removed regularly at 2 - 3 week intervals and
dried sGcky traps were renewed with another coat of Tanglefoot®. In 2001 (but not
2000), aU trapped propagules were dissected for viable seeds to determine if the
distribuGon of viable seeds was dissimilar Gom the distribuGon o f propagules.
Granivory
I performed granivory experiments to measure the relaGve amounts of post-dispersal
granivory on Lazrea and Azzibz-osm seeds using a seed-dish technique. Experimental
groups consisted of Gve Lazrea and Gve Azzibz-osza propagules which were placed in a
petri dish and each petri dish was paired with a control group which consisted of an
idenGcal seed-dish that was caged to exclude rodent and possible bird granivores. Three
or four pieces of gravel were placed in every seed-dish in order to reduce wind effects
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and mimic snrronnding ground cover. In addiGon, every propagule was handled to
ensure that all Lazrea and Azzzbz-osza propagules were Glled with seed G)r the granivory
experiments. Cages were ca. 10 x 8 x 5 cm boxes of wire mesh with a wire mesh top; the
aperture size of the wire mesh was 5x5 mm. The presence of ants and ant mounds within
my plots was extremely rare during the time of my study (personal observaGon); thus, I
did not try to exclude granivory via ants. Implementing the straGGed random design,
where microsites were focused around randomly selected Lazrea or Azzibz-ofza, seeddishes were set out under tagged Lazrea and Azzibz-osza shrubs, under non-L/A shrubs,
and in open microsites equidistant to sGcky traps and seed bank samples within 2 m of
focal Lazrea and Azzibz-osm shrubs. There is no reported evidence to suggest differences
in rodent foraging over open areas with and without signiGcant microphyGc crust
coverage. Thus, to avoid unnecessary destmcGon of microphyte colonies, seed predaGon
experiments over microphyGc crust were excluded Gom this study. Seed-dishes were set
out for six days and the numbers o f Lazrea and Azzzbziosia propagules hulled in situ or
removed Gom the dish were then counted. A relaGvely long time Game of six days was
used for each granivory experiment because the focus of my study was potenGal
granivore impacts on seed density not granivore foraging behavior. Three granivory
experiments were conducted aAer Lazrea and Azzzbz-osm Guits had fallen and dispersed in
November 2000, October 2001, and December 2001. These granivory experiments were
conducted in the later months o f the year because 1) granivores tend to exploit recent
producGon when seed availability is relaGvely high (e.g. Reichman 1978, M'Closkey
1983) and 2) it was not pracGcal to perform the granivory experiments before September
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when other data were being collected. (Note both September 2000 and 2001 and October
2000 granivory experiments had failed due to human error and poor weather).
In order to test for the potenGal loss o f Glled propagules Gom the seed-dish due to
abioGc movement, I performed an independent experiment in order to determine if the
wGe cages had a signiGcant effect on the number o f Glled Lazreu and Aoibrosm
propagules lost Gom petri dishes due to high winds. Seed-dishes with Gve Glled Larrea
and Gve Glled Ambrosia propagules plus three or four pieces of gravel were subjected to
two minutes o f intense an Gow Gom aU direcGons using a hair dryer. The experiment
was conducted in an open, outdoor area and seed and gravel placement within each dish
was randomized. Seed losses, due to abioGc lateral movement out o f the petri dish, were
counted for caged and un-caged seed dishes that were subjected to wiud treatment. Ten
trials were used to estimate the standard deviaGon o f the experiment and a total o f 15
trials was calculated to be an appropriate sample size in order to obtain a staGsGcally
signiGcant difference o f two seeds between the means o f caged and un-caged groups.
The proporGons o f Glled propagules that dis^peared due to wind treatment and then
standard deviaGons were as follows (means and standard deviaGons are shown).

Larrea
mean

Ambrosia
s.d.
0.26

mean
0.43

s.d.
0.32

caged
0.47
un-caged__________ 0.60______0.28_______ 0.72______0.25

There was no signiGcant difference in the number o f Glled Larrea propagules lost Gom
caged and un-caged seed-dishes (t = 1.34, df = 28,^ = 0.188); however, signiGcantly
more Glled Ambrosia propagules were lost Gom un-caged seed-dishes than caged seed-
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dishes (t = 2.807, d f = 28, j? = 0.009). AddiGonally, there was no signiGcant difference in
seed losses between species within the caged group (t = -0.377, df = 28,p = 0.709) and
within the nn-caged group (t = 1.235, d f = 28,^ = 0.227). These results indicate that the
disappearance o f Glled Ambrosia propagules in experimental groups of the Geld
granivory experiments must be interpreted with consideraGon of possible loss due to
wind.
Seed Bank
Resultant seed densiGes in the Gxed microsite types were measured Gom soil samples
coUected in March o f2001 aAer a year o f Larrea and Ambrosia seed producGon,
dispersal, post-dispersal granivory, and seedling emergence. Larrea and Ambrosia seed
banks were measured by collecting 100 cm^ soil samples down to 5 cm depth in each
microsite type (under tagged Larrea and Ambrosia, non-L/A shrub, in open and in crust
microsites) within 2 m o f the focal Larrea and Ambrosia adults. Soils were siAed using a
mesh with an aperture size o f 2x2 mm. Larrea and Ambrosia propagules were removed
by hand and then dissected to determine the number of propagules GGed with viable
seeds as previously described.
The 500 cm^ seed bank samples collected in the straGGed random design were drawn
Gom microsite areas around tagged Larrea and Ambrosia that had not been covered by
sGcky traps o f the previous year (2000), but soil samples were equidistant and had similar
aspects to the focal shrub as year 2000 traps, hi 2001, sGcky tr^ s measuring seed rain
during dispersal were placed directly over seed bank sample sites which were GGed with
soil to level the disturbed microtopography. AddiGonaGy, iu 2001, the accurate distances
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of seed bank microsites (and, thus, 2001 sticky traps) to the nearest adult larrea and
nearest adult /(mhrasm, or likely seed source, were measured as a covariate.

Seedling Establishment Measures
Emergent Seedlings
Newly emerged seedlings o f lo rrea and

were surveyed in each 50x50

m plot in December 2000 aAer 20 mm o f autumn precipitation caused a modest
germination event. Emergent seedlings o f Zarreo and

were deûned as

identihable seedlings < 4 cm in height with no other leaves but cotelydons. FiAeen 1 m^
quadrats, independent of investigations around tagged shrubs, were randomly selected in
each plot to survey A r the presence o f Za/rea and

ia seedlings < 4 cm tall. The

type of microenvironment associated with the occurrences of emergent seedlings and the
distance of the seedling to nearest conspeciAc were also recorded. Zorreo/Wmhrosm
seedlings occurring < 0.2 m Aom the edge o f a shrub canopy were considered to be
associated with the shrub's microhabitat, while seedlings occurring ^ 0.2 m Aom the
edge of a shrub canopy were considered to be in open or crust microsites. The presence
or absence o f Zn/ren and

seedlings in each random sample were categorized

into the Ave, Axed microsite types because I considered the absence o f seedlings equally
as important as presence. Categorizing the data as such assumes all microsite types had
an equal likelihood of being sampled; however, large differences in the amount of space
each microsite type covered occurred in all study plots and random samples were, thus,
biased toward open and non-L/A microsites which occupy more area than the other
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microsite types. To adjust for this sampling bias, emergent seedlings were divided by the
average amount of space associated microsite types covered in the study plot.
Juvenile Seedlings
Juvenile Zurrea and

deGned as identiAable seedlings (hve or apparently

dead) that were > 4 cm tall with a basal diameter o f < 15 mm, were surveyed in
coigunction with the vegetation analysis; the entire 100 m^ area o f each quadrat was
scanned for Zarrea and

juvenile seedlings. The occurrence ofjuveniles was

recorded along with their associated microsite types and their distance to the nearest
conspeciAc. ZarrgaZfmhrosfa juveniles occurring < 0.2 m Aom the edge o f a shrub
canopy were considered as occurring in the shrub's microhabitat as previously explained.
The presence or absence o f Za/reu and

juveniles in each of the 100 m^

quadrats were categorized into the Ave, Axed microsite types. Due to large differences in
microsite cover within each 100 m^ quadrat and, thus, sampling bias o f microsite types, f
juvenile seedlings were divided ^propriately for the amount o f space covered by them
associated microsite types within the 100 m^ area.

Population Consequences o f Spatial Heterogeneity
The resultant seed densiAes in the seed bank were used to estimate the mean number
of viable seeds that occur in the Axed microsite types o f each study plot. Mean Zarrea
and

seed densities/m^ of microsite types in each 50x50 m plot were correlated

with the local mean occurrence ofjuvenile seedlings/m^ (adjusted for sampling bias) of
equivalent microsite types in the same study plot. Five microsite types for eight study
plots yielded 40 data points where seed density and juvenile seedling density matched in
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quality of the patch type. A correlation was then used to determine the spatial
relationship between soil seed density and juvenile seedling recruitment for Zarrea and
The occurrences o f emergent seedlings were too rare to yield an adequate data
set for correlaAon.
Further investigation of spatial relationships among life stages was conducted by
comparing the populaAon variances o f mean Zarrea and yf/nhrofia seed and seedling
densiAes among spaAally heterogeneous samples through the hfe stages of recruitment.
For dispersal, seed bank, emergent seedling and juvenile data sets, replicates o f microsite
types in each macrosite were averaged in order to distinguish normal populaAon variance
among replicate samples Aom the variance due to spaAal heterogeneity of the landscape.
CoefAcients o f variaAon were calculated and Zurreu and

populaAon dynamics

were compared. AddiAonally, the dispersion o f Zurrea andy4/M6ro.;m seeds and
seedlings among samples were calculated as the variance divided by the mean, or
coefAcient of dispersion, each data set.

Statistical Analyses
Seed and seedling data sets were highly skewed and counts, which often yielded
zero numbers, could not be transformed to meet the assumpAons o f parametric tests; thus,
almost all data were analyzed using nonparametric staAsAcs. For each data set, species
and microsite effects were determined within each macrosite, ULS, LS, ULE, and LE,
using a test known as the Scheirer-Ray-Hare extension o f the Kruskal-Wallis test (Sokal
and Rohlf 1995). In all cases, the variance staAsAc (H ) was adjusted for Aes (H.dj). With
the unbalanced data sets, because non-L/A, open and crust microsite data were pooled, a
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Type IV sum of squares was used to calculate Hadj. The hypotheses o f species and
microsite effects on seed/seedling densiAes were considered to be independent at each
large-scale macrosite and no adjustments were made for testing the same hypothesis at
another macrosite. When more than one comparison of a data set within a macrosite was
made, signiAcance levels of mulAple comparisons were adjusted for the using the
sequenAal Bonferroni technique (Rice 1989). A nonparametric test, in SPSS, was used to
compare related variables of producAon per shrub in 2000 and 2001 (Zpaircd). SPSS was
the only staAsAcal software used for data analysis (SPSS Base 9.0,1999).
Effects o f the covariate, distance to nearest conspeciAc, were invesAgated by
grouping data into various distance classes to minimize distance effects and performing
the above-described nonparametric tests. Novel signiAcant differences in species and/or
microsite effects could not be found when the distance covariate was minimized.
Therefore, data were pooled into their appropriate groups regardless of distance Aom
likely seed sources.
Some data Aom vegetaAon analyses that met parametric assumpAons were used in
ANOVA tests to determine signiAcant vegetaAon differences among macrosites. Posthoc mulAple comparisons were made using Tukey's honestly signiAcant difference
method (Sokal and Rohlf 1995) and the sequenAal Bonferroni teclmique (Rice 1989).
Counts of shrubs and rodent holes and rodent mounds could not be transformed; thus,
Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric tests were used to determine signiAcant diffisrences among
macrosites. In addiAon, percent crust coverage, which oAen yielded zero percent, was
analyzed using a Kruskal-Wallis test. MulAple comparisons were made using MannWhitney U-tests and the sequenAal Bonferroni technique.
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CHAPTERS

RESULTS
Overview of PopulaAon Dynam ics
An overview of Zurrea and

populaAon dynamics based on esAmates of

seeds and seedlings across Aie spaAally heterogeneous landscape is provided in Figure 1.
Means of annual seed producAon per shrub were mulAphed by the mean adult densiAes
of Zarrea and yfmArosm for each 50x50 m plot and scaled to the level of a hectare
(Appendix B). Study plot means of average annual dispersal and measures of seed banks,
seedlings and juveniles associated with each microsite type (Zarz-ea,

non-L/A,

open and crust) were mulAplied by the mean cover of each microsite type within the plot
and scaled to the level of a hectare (Appendix B). Finally, seed and seedling densiAes
associated with each microsite type were averaged over the eight study plots and overall
estimated of Zazreu and /fzMhrofza densiAes per hectare was obtained by summing the
seed/seedling densiAes of all microsites (Fig 1). Forty 100 m^ quadrats were used to
denve the model; thus 40% of a hectare was accurately measured for spaAal
heterogeneity in Zazrea and y^zzihz-osia densiAes at various life stages.
Landscape-level seed producAon of y^zzzhz-ofza over 2000 and 2001 greatly
exceeded that of Zazrea. From the earliest life stage of a seed, Zazrea's seed availability
over the landscape was far less than that of yfzzz6z-o.yia; however this was a product of
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Zazrea's relatively low adult density rather than seed production per shrub.
Interestingly, estimates of seeds trapped/ha during dispersal were greater for Zarrea than
yf/Mhrosza. On a shrub-focused scale, the counts of Zarrea and ylmbrosia seeds found in
transit were roughly equivalent; however, slightly more Zazrea seeds were found in
microsite types with signiAcantly greater areal cover than that of y^znhz-osza. Thus, in
scaling the seed dispersal estimates to a hectare, the number ofZazrea seeds exceeded
y^zzzhz-osza regardless of the greater density of ylzzzhz-osza shrub microsites. This suggests
that during dispersal reladvely more Zazrea seeds would be found in transit compared to
y4zzz6z-osza in a typical hectare of a Zazrea-ylzzzhz-osza b^ada. Tr^ped Zazrea seeds in
transit represented 91% of its estimated annual seed producAon while tr^zped j4zzz6z"osza
seeds in transit represented only 20% of its estimated annual seed producAon. Zazrea
and ylzzzhz-osza seed availability in the seed banks, however, once again favored ylzzzhz-osza.
Estimated seed availability in the soil seed banks of Zazrea and y4zzz6z"osza represent
>100% of the annual seed producAon for both species and the two species appeared to
accumulate equal proporAons of their respecAve annual seed producAon. ylzzzhz-afza
seedling emergence after a modest germinaAon event was over 25 Ames greater than that
of Zazrea. Given adequate precipitaAon, estimated Zazrea emergence/ha was 0.3% of its
seed bank and estimated y4zzz6z-a.yza emergence/hectare was 2% of its seed bank. The
number of y4zz%6z"aszajuvenile seedlings found in 2001 was 60 times that of Zazrea.
yfzzzhz-oszajuveniles also represented 2% of its seed bank while Zazrea juveniles
represented only 0.1% of its esAmated seed bank. It ^zpeared that Zazrea had relaAvely
less germinaAon than y4zzz6z-osza and Zazrga had relaAvely less subsequent seedling
survival than y4zzzhz-osza. Adult density of yfzzihz-osza was 3 Ames Zazrea's adult density.
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However, Zazrea's adult to juvenile raAo was ca. 20:1 while y4zzz6rofza's adult to juvenile
ratio was only ca. 1:1. Although the observed regeneraAon of the Zazrea populaAon was
far less than that of the yfzzzhz-asza populaAon, the diSerence in Zazrea and y4zzz6z-osza adult
longevity/mortahty appeared to compensate for the observed difference in Zazrea and
y^zzzhroj^za seedling densiAes.
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Figure 1. Per hectare annual average oflLa/rea and
population dynamics.
Results of vegetation analyses and seed/seedling estimates were scaled for the
appropriate spatial heterogeneity and averaged (see also Appendix B). Arrows represent
transitions to each hfe stage.
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Vegetation and Soil Crust
Adult ZxzATea and

cover were signihcantly different between species (F =

21.54, df = 1,/) < 0.001) and among macrosites (F = 3.57, d f= 3,jp = 0.018) and no
species by macrosite interaction occurred; both species had relatively higher cover at the
lower elevation macrosites, LS and LE (Fig. 2a). Comparisons within each species,
however, did not yield a signiScant macrosite effect; thus the similar response of La/rea
and

to the macrosites may have influenced the initial macrosite effect. Cover

of non-L/A shrubs and open interspaces lacking signiGcant crust cover did not differ
among macrosites (Fig. 2b). The densities of adult Larrea (Fig. 2c) and adult
(Fig. 2d) were signiGcantly different among macrosites (Hadj = 9.66, df = 3,/? < 0.025)
and between species (Hadj = 46.72, df = 1,/? < 0.001); no interaction occurred due to the
similarity in species response to each macrosite. Larrea and

had relatively

higher densities at lower Lucky Strike Canyon (LS). Diversity of perennial species was
significantly less at LS than ULE (F = 6.47, p = 0.001; Fig. 2e) where Larrea and
densities were relatively low compared to LS. Microphytic crust cover
occurred in the greatest quantity at ULE (%^ = 24,76, df = 3, ^ < 0.001; Fig. 2f), where
Larrgo and

were least dense and perennial diversity was high. Signs of rodent

residency were measured as the density of active rodent holes (Fig. 2g) and rodent
mounds that were associated with active rodent holes (Fig. 2h). Active holes were not
signiGcantly different among macrosites, but signiGcantly more rodent mounds occurred
at ULS than at ULE and LE (%^ = 12.12, df = 3,

= 0.007). Macrosites, therefore, not

only differ in canyon and elevation, but also differed substantially in some aspects of
vegetation and soil characteristics.
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Figure 2. Results of vegetation analyses for adult la /re a and
cover (a), nonL/A shrub cover and percent open space without signiGcant crust cover (b), adult Larrea
density (c), adult ^mbrofza density (d), perennial species diversity (e), microphydc crust
cover (f), rodent hole density (g), and rodent mound density (h) for each macrosite (ULS,
LS, ULE, and LE). Letters indicate signiGcant difference among macrosites and the
results of mulGple comparisons. Bars/macrosites with no letters in common were
signiGcantly different. (Mean and S.E., n=10; except crust cover where n=100).
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Seed Availability
Production
The distribution of carpel production over the spatially heterogeneous landscape was
strongly convex and right-skewed for both Larrea and y4/»6roj^za. Estimated seed
production for Larrea was lower than yfmhrosia in 2000, but higher than Xmhrosia in
2001 (Table 1). The proportion of carpels GUed with viable seeds was posiGvely
correlated with the number of carpels each adult Larrea produced in 2001 (r, = 0.623,

<

0.001). The proporGon of^^mAroffa carpels GUed with viable seeds was independent of
the number of carpels each shrub produced in 2000; however, in 2001, when producGon
of vf7M6roj:za seeds was extremely low, GGed carpels were posiGvely correlated with the
number of carpels produced (r, = 0.382,/? = 0.002). There was no apparent trade-off
between Guit and seed producGon and the number of Guits is a good surrogate for the
number of seeds. Seed producGon of tagged shrubs varied signiGcanGy between years
for both Larrea (Zpaircd = 3.253,/? = 0.001) and ^?M6ro,yia (Zpairrd = -6.729,/? < 0.001).
La/rea producGon increased in 2001 while

za producGon was drasGcally reduced

in 2001. However, the number of seeds produced by each individual shrub in 2000 and
2001 was signiGcantly correlated for Larrea (r^ = 0.934,/? < 0.001) and XzMArojza (r, =
0.327, /? = 0.008). Although signiGcant temporal changes in the amount of seeds
available were evident, on a spaGal scale, parent shrubs with relaGvely higher seed output
in the Grst year continued to have higher seed output the following year.
With the cumulaGon o f2000 and 2001, Larrea and v4??ibrosza seed producGon per
shrub was strikingly similar (Table 1). On an areal basis, however, v4/?z6rafza seed
producGon was approximately 4 times that of Larrea because y4/?z6rofza adult density
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greatly exceeded Larrea adult density (Fig. 1). Seed producGon for both Larrea and
/4m6roj^za was generally more variable among tagged adults than among macrosites in
2000 and 2001 (Fig. 3). In 2001, however, when y4/»6rogza producGon was dramaGcally
reduced, ULS had signiGcantly greater v4zM6ro.yza seed producGon than all other
macrosites (%^ = 22.49,/? < 0.001). Interestingly, the two species speared to exhibit the
same paGems of variaGon among macrosites.
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Table 1. Fruit production and estimated percent carpels Glled with potenGally viable seed
for tagged Larrea and vfmhrosza adults in 2000 and 2001. nd = no data; Larrea 2000
seed producGon estimated Gom 2000 Guit producGon and 2001 seeds/caipel. (Mean ±
S.E.; n = 64).

Year
2000
2001

Species
Larrea
Larrea
XznArosza

Carpel
producGon
Seeds / carpel Seed producGon
nd
1298 ± 223
193 ±58
.238 ± .018
1485 ± 169
347 ± 47
1713 ± 246
.095 ± .014
255 ± 58
.031 ± .010
320 ± 85
14 ± 7
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Figure 3. Production of viable Larrea and yf/wbrosia seeds per adult shrub in each
macrosite in 2000 (a) and 2001(b). (Means and S.E.; n = 16).
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Seed Dynamics
The relaGve distribuGon of Larrea seeds and seedlings in Gve fixed microsite
types was compared to that of^fmArofza through their respecGve life stages (Fig. 4).
Percentages were calculated for each species separately as the number of
LarreaL4m6rosza found in each microsite type divided by the total number of
Lorrga/W/M^rasza found over the entire landscape at each hfe stage. Macrosites were
pooled for the model and emergent seedlings and juveniles were az^usted for sampling
bias. The mean percent cover of each nncrosite type was the average o f40,100 m^
vegetation samples.
During dispersal and seed bank stages, most Larrea and v4/?z6rofza seeds were
concentrated in a small percent of the landscape, beneath their parent shrub. At the seed
bank life stage, Larrea and .4z»6rofza seed distribuGons under their parent shrubs were
10% less than during dispersal and both species accumulated relaGvely greater
proporGons of their seeds under each other. /4z?z6rofza had a larger percentage of its seeds
distributed under the opposite species than Larrea. Larrea's seeds during dispersal and
seed bank were distributed in shghtly greater proporGons under nearest non-L/A and in
open microsites > 2 m Gom parent shrubs than .^/M6ro.;za. Also, Larrea retained
relaGvely fewer of its seeds in crust-covered microsites than y4/»6r(wza.
Only 3 Larrea emergents were found during the survey and all were associated with
open microsites. The distribuGon ofvfzM6ro.yza emergents was similar to its seed bank
distribuGon, except very few emergent y^zMhrzwza seedlings were found under non-L/A
shrubs. v4zM6rojza emergents appeared equally likely to occur in associaGon with Larrea
adults as in open and crust covered areas. Most emergent v^mArofza seedlings were found
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in association with adult conspeciGc canopies, where seed densiGes were relaGvely
highest. The relaGve distribuGon of Larrea and y4/»6rosza juveniles among microsite
types were markedly different Gom each other; yet, the relaGvely successful juvenile
recruitment of both species occurred in similar microsites. Most v4;»6rzwza juvemle
seedlings were found in associaGon with adult conspeciGcs, while most Larrea juveniles
were not found in associaGon with parent shrubs where seed densiGes were relaGvely
highest. Instead, most juvenile Larrea seedlings were found in associaGon with adult
v^TMhrosza. The relaGve distribuGon of Larrea and yfrnhro^za juveniles under non-L/A
shrubs was shnilar to then seed density distribuGons in that microsite type. The
distribuGon of Larrea seeds and emergents in open microsites shiGed during the juvenile
seedling stage, suggesting Larrea seedling survival in the open is relaGvely poor
compared to under shrubs.

.4/»6rosza juvenile distribuGon in open microsites was

similar to its seed distribuGon and emergence in the open. No juvenile seedlings were
found in associaGon with crust-covered microsites.
Dispersal
The number of propagules trapped in 2001 was sGongly correlated with the number
of propagules Glled with viable seeds in 2001 for both Larrea (r, = 0.520, /? < 0.001) and
v^ozArwza (r, = 0.497,/? < 0.001). Gfiven such a sGong correlaGon, paGems ofpropagule
dispersal were expected to correspond to paGems of seed dispersal; thus, estimates of
2000 Larrea and v4??z6rajza seed dispersal were made using the number of Gapped
propagules in 2000 and the 2001 seeds/propagule at the time of dispersal. Species and
microsite effects in each macrosite, ULS, LS, ULE, LE, are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Dispersal results of two-way ranked ANOVA analyses of the estimated number
of viable seeds Gapped in 2000 and the actual number of potenGally viable seeds trapped
in 2001. ns = not signiGcant; Hadj = the variance staGsGc, adjusted for Ged ranks, in the
Scheirer-Ray-Hare extension of the Kruskal-Wallis test (Sokal and Rohlf 1995).
Macrosite

Year
2000

ULS
2001

2000
LS
2001

2000
ULE
2001

2000
LE
2001

Source
species
microsite
interaction
species
microsite
interaction
species
microsite
interaction
species
microsite
interaction
species
microsite
interaction
species
microsite
interaction
species
microsite
interaction
species
microsite
interaction

df
1
4
4
1
4
4
1
4
4
1
4
4
1
4
4
1
4
4
1
4
4
1
4
4

HadI
2.48
102.82
1.85
0.09
15.54
1.63
1.37
17.95
5.73
1.45
5.73
1.21
7.18
42.87
11.39
5.49
32.19
12.06
1.29
48.65
5.83
7.15
34.46
6.93
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P<
ns
0.001
ns
ns
0.005
ns
ns
0.005
ns
ns
ns
ns
0.01
0.001
0.025
0.025
0.001
0.025
ns
0.001
ns
0.01
0.001
ns
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Species effects on the numbers of seeds caught in 100 cm^ sGcky traps during
dispersal were not signiGcant at in Lucky Strike Canyon macrosites, ULS and LS, in
either year. At ULE, more

seeds were trapped while in transit than La/rea

seeds in both years. At LE in 2001, signiGcanGy more Larrea seeds were trapped than
yf/MArosza seeds. The average seeds G^ped in each macrosite were similar to trends in
seed producGon, i.e., more seeds were found at ULS and LE (Fig. 3 and 5). Seed
producGon per shrub was signiGcantly correlated with the amount of seeds trapped
around tagged Larrea and y^zMArosza in both years (Larrea r, = 0.252, /? = 0.045, r, =
0.621,/? < 0.001; yf/zzbrosza r^ = 0.416,/? = 0.001, rs= 0.378,/? = 0.002, respecGvely).
In each macrosite and year, except for LS in 2001, microsite type had a signiGcant
effect on the number seeds trapped; however, when parent microsites were removed Gom
subsequent analyses, there were no signiGcant microsite effects at any macrosite. At
ULE, a signiGcant species by microsite interacGon in both 2000 and 2001 indicated that
signiGcantly more y4/M6ros^za seeds were found under iG parent shrub than the number of
Larrea seeds found under iG parent shrub.
Beyond the parent shrub, the number of seeds tr^ped during dispersal was negaGvely
correlated with distance to the nearest conspeciGc for Larrea (r^ = -0.101,/? = 0.016) and
y4??z6r(?.yza (r^ = -0.081, /? = 0.044).

This result along with the lack of consistent species

by microsite interacGons suggest that Larrea and y4z»6rcwza have very similar dispersal
paGems that are mostly explained as a funcGon of distance Gom the parent seed source.
On an areal basis, the number of seeds available at the time of dispersal were quite
similar for Larrea and yfzM^rosza (Fig. 1). The greater number of y4zzz6rofza seeds
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estimated to be produced per hectare compared to Larrea did not lead to a large volume
of yfrnhrosza seeds being trapped while in transit. Given the lack of a consistent species
effect in the number o f seeds available during dispersal, the estimate that Larrea has 1.5
times more seeds/hectare than y^zMbrosfa during dispersal cannot be a signiGcant
difference.
Seed Bank
Species effecG in the number of seeds recovered Gom 500 cm^ seed bank samples in
March 2001 were variable (Table 3). At LS and ULE, Larrea seed densiGes in the seed
bank were signiGcantly lower than y4/»6rofza and no species effect occurred at ULS and
LE. Microsite effecG on Larrea and y^mbrosza seed densiGes in the seed bank were
idenGcal to microsite effecG during dispersal; no signiGcant microsite effects occurred in
any macrosite once parent microsites were removed. Also similar to seed densiGes
during dispersal, a signiGcant species by microsite interacGon occurred at ULE; the
species by microsite interacGon indicates y^mbrosza seeds were much more prevalent
under ydzMbrosza parenG than Larrea seeds were under its parent shrub.
Macrosite Gends for Larrea and y4z?ibrosza seed densiGes in the seed bank were markedly
different Gom annual seed producGon and dispersal (Fig. 3, 5 & 6). In Lucky Strike
Canyon, the upper macrosite (ULS) had higher seed producGon and more seeds G^ped
during dispersal than the lower macrosite (LS) for both species; however, LS had greater
seed densiGes in the seed bank than ULS. In Lee Canyon, seed densiGes in the seed
banks of Larrea and y4zzzbrosza were consistent with trends in macrosite seed producGon
and dispersal; although Larrea seed densiGes at LE were slightly lower than y4zMbrosza at
the seed bank hfe sGge while Larrea had relaGvely more seed producGon and trapped
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Table 3. Seed bank resulG of two-way ranked ANOVA analyses of the number of
potenGally viable seeds found in 500 cm^ soil samples gathered in March 2001.
Macrosite
ULS

LS

ULE

LE

Source
species
microsite
interaction
species
microsite
interaction
species
microsite
interaction
species
microsite
interaction

df
1
4
4
1
4
4
1
4
4
1
4
4

Hadi
5.04
39.99
8.53
32.55
15.61
7.89
16.54
53.13
28.48
2.60
68.68
2.72
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ns
0.001
ns
0.001
0.005
ns
0.001
0.001
0.001
ns
0.001
ns
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Figure 6. Seed bank of Larrea and y^Tzzbrosza in each macrosite for March 2001. (Means
and S.E.; n = 128).
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seeds during dispersal when both years are considered. SGll, there was no signiGcant
species efkct in seed bank seed densiGes at LE.
Beyond the parent shrub, the seed densiGes in the seed bank were negaGvely correlated
with distance to the nearest conspeciGc for yfmbrosza (r, = -0.207,/? < 0.001). Larrea
seed densiGes in the seed bank tended to decrease with increased distance to the nearest
conspeciGc (r, = -0.087, /? = 0.067); the weak correlaGon was likely due to the rarity of
viable Larrea seeds in soil samples.

On an areal basis, seed densiGes in the seed bank

were similar to the average annual seed producGon of both species, representing slightly
more than 100% of estimated seed producGon/hectare (Fig. 1). y4mbrosza's seed bank
was ca. 4 times that of Larrea.
Granivory
In three independent granivory experiments conducted at three different dates
(November 2000, October 2001, and December 2001), species and microsite effects were
variable in Gme and among macrosites (Table 4). In most cases, all of the Glled Larrea
and yfzzzbrosza propagules remained in caged, control seed-dishes after each experiment
with minima] variaGon (Fig. 7); thus, experimental groups were not adjusted for any
observed variaGon in the number of seeds remaining in paired controls. At upper Lee
Canyon (ULE) Larrea seeds were preferenGally removed Gom experimental seed-dishes
compared to yf/zzbrofza in the October 2001 and December 2001 experimenG and at upper
Lucky Strike Canyon (ULS), Larrea seeds were preferenGally removed over y^zmbrosza in
the December 2001 experiment (Table 4). In the preliminary seed-dish experiment,
presented in the methods secGon, there was no signiGcant cage effect on the removal of
Larrea seeds and a cage effect on y^zzzbrosza seed loss was detected; however, no
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Table 4. Granivory experiment resulG of two-way ranked ANOVA analyses on the
number of Glled propagules removed from experimental seed-dishes in November 2000,
October 2001, and December 2001.
Macrosite

ULS

LS

ULE

LE

Experiment Source
species
Nov. 2000 microsite
interaction
species
Oct. 2001
microsite
interaction
species
Dec. 2001 microsite
interaction
species
Nov. 2000 microsite
interaction
species
Oct. 2001
microsite
interaction
species
Dec. 2001 microsite
interaction
species
Nov. 2000 microsite
interaction
species
Oct. 2001
microsite
interaction
species
Dec. 2001 microsite
interaction
species
Nov. 2000 microsite
interaction
species
Oct. 2001
microsite
interaction
species
Dec. 2001 microsite
interaction

df
1
3
3
1
3
3
1
3
3
1
3
3
1
3
3
1
3
3
1
3
3
1
3
3
1
3
3
1
3
3
1
3
3
1
3
3

Hadi
0.73
13.92
1.27
1.99
6.06
0.58
6.77
7.92
0.14
0.23
6.71
0.19
3.04
19.97
1.41
3.00
2.94
0.17
0.34
15.21
0.50
34.04
4.31
0.86
46.11
10.69
0.21
0.25
1.28
0.55
0.22
3.98
0.29
1.04
3.95
1.21

ns
0.005
ns
ns
ns
ns
0.01
0.05
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
0.001
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
0.005
ns
0.001
ns
ns
0.001
0.025
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
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Figure 7. Filled propagules remaining in control seed-dishes at each macrosite aAer
granivory experiments conducted in November 2000 (a), October 2001 (b), and
December 2001 (c). (Means and S.E.; n = 96).
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selective loss occurred between the two species in botb caged and uncaged groups. Tbus,
tbe granivory experiments results, wbicb sbow some selective removal ofZarren over
were not bkely to be caused by abiotic removal. In fact, most seed-disb counts
of tbe remaining Glled larrea and v4/»6rojza propagules were obtained by sifting tbrougb
bulled &uits.
Signibcant microsite effects occurred at ULS in November 2000 and December 2001
experiments, at LS in October 2001, and at ULE in November 2000 and December 2001
(Table 4). Microsite effects, however, were minimal and inconsistent among macrosites.
No species by microsite interaction occurred and patterns in larrea and yf/Mbrosza seed
losses among microsites and among macrosites were similar. At ULS in Nov. 2000 and
Dec. 2001, relatively greater removal of larrea and y4y»brosza seeds under adult larrea
shrubs compared to under adult yfrnbrasza and non-L/A shrubs ^rpeared to have
contributed to tbe microsite effects (Fig. 8). In multiple comparisons, removal of larrea
seeds under larrea compared to under y^mbrosia and under non-L/A shrubs was
significant in Nov. 2000 at ULS; while comparisons of microsite effects on larrea
removal in Dec. 2001 and y4mbro.;za removal in botb Nov. 2000 and Dec. 2001 did not
yield signibcant results.
Tbe proporbon of seeds removed at upper elevabon macrosites (ULS and ULE) was
greater than at tbe lower elevabon macrosites (LS and LE). Due to low seed removal at
lower elevabon macrosites, species and microsite effects were difbcult to detect. In
October 2001, however, when seed loss at LS was relabvely high, a microsite effect was
detected. Removal of larrea seeds bom seed-disbes in open microsite was signibcantly
greater than larrea seed removal under adult larrea and under non-L/A shrubs at lower
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Lucky Strike Canyon. Additionally,

seeds were removed in greater quandties

Eom open microsites than under non-L/A shrubs at LS.
At ULE in Nov. 2000, signiEcantly more removal of La/rea seeds under adult
compared to non- L/A shrubs contributed to the observed microsite eSect and
seed losses were similar to that of Larrea. In Dec. 2001, when selective
removal of Larrea seeds was signiEcant, no signiEcant differences in Larrea seed loss
occurred among microsite types. Instead the microsite efkct detected at ULE in Dec.
2001 appeared to have occurred due to a signiEcant difference in the loss of .^/Mhrogia
seeds under adult vfmhrosia compared to in the open.
The proporEons of viable seeds per propagule found during 2001 dispersal and in the
soil seed banks were analyzed in order to further invesEgate possible paEems in selecEve
seed losses of Larrea or .^m6ro.;ia. For both species, the proporEons of viable seeds per
propagule found was independent of distance to nearest conspeciEc during dispersal. In
the soil seed bank, the proporEons of Larrea seeds/propagules were independent of
distance Eom adult Larrea; although a trend of more viable seeds/propagule found was
evident with greater distance Eom conspeciEcs (r, = 0.172,/; = 0.085). y4/M6ro.;;a
seeds/propagules were completely independent of distance Eom nearest conspeciEcs.
Between species, the proporEons of viable seeds/propagule found did not signiEcantly
differ. Although no staEsEcal tests could be performed on the limited data set because
viable seeds/propagule found were rare during dispersal and in the seed bank, in the seed
bank Larrea appeared to suffer selecEve loss of viable seeds under its parent shrub
compared to viable v4yM6ro.;/a seeds/propagule found under adult Larrea and this was the
only case where the species differed in seed loss (Fig. 10). AddiEonally, the number of
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Larrea seeds/propagule under Larrea adults was generally lower than Larrea
seeds/propagule found in other microsite types. These results in conjunction with the
granivory experiments results suggest that granivore foraging may occasionally be
concentrated under Larrea shrubs.

Seedling Establishment
Emergent Seedlings
From August to November 2000, rains totaled 20 mm precipitaEon which caused a
modest germinaEon event for Larrea and v4/»6r(wza. In December 2000, a total of three
Larrea and 67 vdmhrojza were found in 120,1-m^ quadrats (30 quadrats/macrosite). Lack
of signiEcant autumn rainfall the following year yielded no new Larrea and yf/Mbraaza
recruits in 2001. The limited sample of Larrea seedlings found in the Dec. 2000 survey
was not sufEcient for analyses. Two Larrea seedlings were found at ULS in open
microsites and one Larrea was found at LS in the open. A ll three Larrea seedlings were
found between 0.50-0.99 m Eom adult Larrea.
ForyfzM6ro.sza, 36 emergent yfmbroj^za seedlings were found at ULS, 19 were found at
LS, 9 were found at ULE, and 3 were found at LE. Microsite effects on yfmbrayza
emergence were signiEcant in Lucky Strike Canyon, but not Lee Canyon, where few
emergents were found (Table 5). Most XzMhro.yza emergence occurred within 0.20 m of
adult yfmhrofza canopies (Fig. 11). At ULS, the number of y4;M6ro.yza emergents found in
associaEon with adult conspeciEcs and in open microsites was signiEcant compared to
the lack of vëmbrojiza emergents under adult Larrea. At LS, the number of yf/M6rogza
emergents under conspeciEcs was signiEcantly greater than the other microsite types.
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Table 5. Results of Kruskal-Wallis tests of microsite eGects on the emergence of
yf/Mbrofm seedlings in December 2000. Three emergent Larrea seedlings found in
December 2000 were not sufEcient for staEsEcal testing.
Macrosite

P<

ULS

13.53

0.009

LS

18.36

0.001

ULE

8.05

0.09

LE

4.61

0.329
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The estimated of the number of seedlings that could occur in per hectare given
adequate rainfall are quite different between species (Fig. 1); although three Larrea
seedlings may not yield a robust estimate. Proportionately more y4/M6ro.y;a seedlings
emerge Eom its estimated seed bank than Larrea emergents/seed bank density.
Juvenile Seedlings
The occurrence ofyf/M^rosza juveniles was sEongly correlated with distance to
nearest conspeciEc (r, = -0.964,

< 0.001). Larrea juveniles were independent of

distance to nearest conspeciEc; although the rarity of Larrea juvenile occurrence may
have not been adequate to correlate with distance. y47Mbro.;za recruited signiEcanEy more
juveniles (idenEEable seedlings > 4 cm tall and <15 mm basal diameter) than Larrea in
every macrosite (Table 6). A total of 34 Larrea juveniles were found in 40, 100-m^
quadrats (10 quadrats/ macrosite); 5 at ULS, 23 at LS, 0 at ULE, and 6 at LE. A total of
2100 yfrnbrofza juveniles were found; 549 at ULS, 1041 at LS, 116 at ULE, and 394 at
LE. Occurrences of Larrea and y4mbrosza juveniles in associaEon with microsite types
were az^usted for the area of microsite observed within each 100 m^ quadrat. No Larrea
or y4z?z6roj^zajuvenile seedlings were found in associaEon with microphyEc crust; thus,
mulEple comparisons were performed without crust microsites in order to determine if
other microsites inEuenced juvezEle recruitment.
Microsite effects were also signiEcant at all microsites (Table 6) and in every
macrosite, the microsite effect was caused by the signiEcanEy greater recruitment of
y4/M6ro.;za juveniles under its parent shrub compared to other microsite types (Fig. 12).
There were no differences in y4zM6ro.;za recruitment among under adult Larrea, non-L/A
shrubs and in open microsites. No microsite eGects occurred on Larrea juveniles and the
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Table 6. Results of two-way ranked ANOVA analyses of juveniles found in microsites
within 100 m^ quadrats. Crust microsites were included in the following, inihal results.
Macrosite
ULS

LS

ULE

LE

Source
species
microsite
interaction
species
microsite
interaction
species
microsite
interaction
species
microsite
interaction

df
1
4
4
1
4
4
1
4
4
1
4
4

Hadi
39.65
27.68
30.78
42.26
39.69
18.04
49.87
20.07
20.07
49.84
17.84

20.33

P<
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.005
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.005
0.001
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Figure 11. Number of Larrea and yf^broj^za juveniles associated with microsite types at
ULS (a), LS (b), ULE (c) and LE (d) macrosites. Juveniles found in each 100 m^ quadrat
of the vegetation analyses were adjusted for sampling bias by dividing the number of
juveniles associated with a microsite type by the microsite type cover in the quadrat
Sample sizes among macrosite were variable because some quadrats lacked a Exed
microsite type (Mean and S.E.; N = 48, 50,45,44).
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lack of a signiEcant microsite effect on Larrea recruitment was most likely due to the
rarity of Ending Larrea juveniles. The signiEcant species by microsite interacEons at
each macrosite was caused by a disproporEonately large number of ydmbrosza juveniles
associated with its parent shrub while few Larrea juveniles were associated with its
parent shrub. Larrea tended to recruit more juveniles in the lower elevaEon macrosites
(LS and LE) and both species had relaEvely few juveniles in Upper Lee Canyon (ULE).
Also, consistent with the seedling emergence observaEons in Dec. 2000, the larger
porEon of Larrea and y4m6ro.;za juveniles were found in Lucky Strike Canyon rather than
Lee Canyon.
Evidence of the environmental Elters that act upon each life stage of recruitment was
apparent in the transiEon of Larrea and y^m^rofia seed banks to emergent seedlings to
juveniles (Fig. 1). Seedling emergence and survival of Larrea appeared to be lower than
yimArasza seedling emergence and survival because Larrea juveniles/ha represented only
0.1% of its estimated seed bank/ha, while y^mbrosza juveniles/ha were 2% of its estimated
seed bank/ha and the transiEon Eom emergent seedling to juvenile was 36% for Larrea
and 87% for yfzMbrojza. (Again, the rarity of Larrea seedlings may not have yielded
robust estimates).

PonulaEon Consequences of SnaEal Heteroeeneitv
The means of replicate Larrea and y^mbrcwza seed bank seed density/m^ of microsite
soil samples were compared to the mean juvenile occurrence per m^ of the same
qualitaEve microsite types within each 50x50 m study plot. A 40-point correlaEon (5
microsite types x 8 study plots) was used to analyze the spaEal concordance of Larrea
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and y4/Mbrofia seed bank densiEes in Exed microsite types with juvenile recruitment in
equivalent microsites. Larrea seed densiEes in the spaEally deEned landscape were
unrelated to Larrea juvenile densiEes (r, = -0.064, p = 0.696). CorrelaEon ofy^mbrosza
seed bank densiEes to y^mbrosza juvenile densiEes in equivalent microsite types,
however, were signiEcantly posiEvely related (r, = 0.661,p < 0.001). The effect of
parent shrub microsites, which appeared to be unfavorable for Larrea establishment and
favorable for y^zMbrofza establishment, was removed in a separate correlaEon and the
spaEal relaEonship of Larrea seeds and juvenile seedlings was sEU independent of one
another (r, = 0.093, jD = 0.611). Without the predominant inEuence of parent microsites,
yfmbrofzajuvenile seedlings sEll tended to occur at patches with relaEvely high soil seed
densiEes (r, = 0.380, p = 0.032). In both analyses, the patch types (microsite types within
each study plot) with relaEvely high densiEes ofy^mbrosza juveniles were signiEcantly
correlated with the patch types where Larrea had relaEvely high juvenile densiEes (r, =
0 . 5 8 8 , < 0.001 with parent microsites; r, = 0.715,p < 0.001 without parent microsites).
CoefEcients of variaEon (CV's) in Larrea and y4zMbro.;za seed and seedling data sets
were calculated to analyze the relaEve amount of heterogeneity both species displayed
over a spaEally diverse landsc^e (Table 7). The availability of viable Larrea seeds was
generally more spaEally heterogeneous than that of yf/zzbrwza. At the seedling life stages,
the occurrence of Larrea emergent and juvenile seedlings was far more spaEally
heterogeneous than y4znbrasza. It is important to note, however, that data sets with
relaEvely larger numbers of items observed result in relaEvely lower CV's. Thus, the
rarity of Larrea emergents and juveniles observed produced greater spaEal heterogeneity
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in the occurrence of Larrea individuals compared to yfrnbrofza's occurrence over the
landscape.
CoefEcients of dispersion (CD's) among samples were calculated for Larrea and
y4/M6rofza seeds and seedlings in order to compare how the two species were distributed
in space (Table 7). Viable yfmbrosza seeds trapped during dispersal were slightly more
clumped among samples than viable Larrea seeds caught in transit. The distribuEon of
viable vfmbrzwza seeds among soil samples was much more clumped than the distribuEon
of viable Larrea seeds in the seed bank, yfznbrofza emergence was highly contagious
among microsite types of 1-m^ samples compared to Larrea; although three emergents is
not likely to yield an accurate measure to the distribuEon of Larrea emergent seedlings
over space. At the juvenile life stage, the intense contagion ofyfrnbrosza's emergent
seedlings lessened but .^mbrosza juveniles were sEll highly contagious within microsite
types of 100-m^ quadrats; while the distribuEon o f Larrea juveniles was uniformly
dispersed over the microsites and 100-m^ quadrats.
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Table 7. CoefEcients of variation (CV) for Larrea and y4mbrosza seeds and seedlings
over tbe spaEally heterogeneous landscape and coefEcients of dispersion (CD) among
Larrea and v^mbrosza seed and seedling samples for dispersal, seed bank, emergent
seedling and juvenile data sets. (CV N = 20; CD N =512, 512, 600, and 200 for each life
stage respecEvely).
Life Stage

Year(s)
2000

Dispersal
2001
Seed Bank

2001

Emergence

2000

Juvenile

2001

coefficients
CV
CD
CV
CD
CV
CD
CV
CD
CV
CD

Lamea
Ambms/a
229%
213%
1.12
1.53
221%
228%
4.10
4.44
140%
161%
3.68
1.37
329%
213%
2.81
67.1
214%
180%
0.28
6.99
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CHAPTER 4

DISCUSSION
Seed Availability
The relaEve recruitment of Larrea trzz/enfata and y^TMbro^yza z/zzzzzosa is Erst explained
by their relaEve seed availability. Our results indicate that on a shrub-focused scale,
Larrea and y^zzzbrosza seed producEon was equivalent across the two years of this study
despite high interazmual variaEon in seed producEon. Desert environments are
characterized by high interannual variaEon in climaEc condiEons. The vegetaEve and
reproducEve allocaEon of Lazrea and v4zzzbro.;za respond to rainfall in autumn of the
preceding year and spring rains (Beatley 1974). Measurable rainfall had occurred in
autumn of 2000 and early spring 2001. y^zzzbrzwza, however, failed to produce large
amounts of new leaves and displayed far less reproducEve allocaEon in May-June 2001
than the previous year. One explanaEon for the lack of 2001 seed set in yfzzzbz-ofza may
be that resource reserves were too depauperate to support a three consecuEve
reproducEve events because in 2000, yfzzzbz-ofza had two reproducEve events: one
following spring rains and another following autumn rains. Another explanaEon for
y4zzzbz-asza's failure to produce a large seed set in 2001 may be that although early spring
precipitaEon was above normal levels, soil moisture was not elevated due to intense
compeEEon with winter and spring annuals. The reproducEve allocaEon of Lazrea
increases in response to reduced soil moisture (Cunningham et al. 1979, ShaiiE et al.
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1988, and Reynolds et al. 1999). Larrea's 2001 reproducEve allocaEon was signiEcanEy
greater that that o f2000. Thus, the occurrence and/or intensity of Larrea and y^zzibros/a
reproducEve events appear to be unequal. In good years as in 2000, y4/Mbrosza seed
producEon can signiEcantly exceed that of Larrea and in poor years, yf/mbrosza can fail to
produce while Larrea w ill increase seed producEon. Given the highly unpredictable
patterns of precipitaEon in the Mojave Desert, then, over multiple years, Larrea and
y^zzzbrofza seed producEon per shrub is hkely to be sioElar.
The density of adult y4mbrofza typically exceeds that of Larrea in Mojave Desert
plant communiEes (Smith et al. 1997). On an areal basis, then, yizzzbrosza seed producEon
probably far exceeds that of Larrea. However, given y4z»bro.;za's high density and the
large number of seeds found under y^zzzbras^za canopies, the number of Larrea and
yfzzibroyza seeds caught during dispersal was similar both on a shrub-focused scale and
landscape scale. Similarity in the number of Larrea and yfzzibrcwza seeds trapped during
dispersal may have occurred because sEcky traps were focused around a central adult
shrub and may not have trapped many seeds Eom the surrounding area. Shrub seed
producEon and the number of seeds Eapped around the shrub were highly correlated for
both species and most Larrea and y4zzzbrosza seeds fell under or near the parent shrub.
Although most detectable lateral movements of seeds occur during iniEal dispersal when
seed densiEes are high (Reichman 1984, Aguiar and Sala 1997), our results gave litEe
evidence for signiEcant lateral, secondary dispersal.
Several aiid-land studies have indicated that lateral, secondary dispersal (Phase II
dispersal) Eom wind and surface runoG can move large amounts of seeds into wind-traps
such as shrub microsites (Nelson and Chew 1977, Reichman 1984, Russell and Schupp
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1998); however, in each of these studies, two of which included microsites under Larrea
and yfmbrojza, the effect of parent shrubs was not separated Eom non-parent shrubs.
Russell and Schupp (1998) stated that signiEcant microsite effiscts on the seed densiEes
of a species at iniEal dispersal occurred only between open microsites and microsites
beneath conspeciEcs; yet, as seed accumulaEon progressed, signiEcant differences
between non-parent shrubs and open microsites did occur within their high elevaEon,
steeply sloped plant community. Other studies that have shown large microsite effects on
seed densiEes at the Erne of dispersal have illustrated those effects with seeds Eom grass
species which tend to be adapted for long-distance dispersal and occur in relaEvely high
seed densiEes compared to shrub seed densiEes (Aguiar and Sala 1997, Chamber 2000).
Our methodology in trapping dispersed seeds may have lessened effects of lateral seed
movements because the sEcky Tanglefoot® traps ceased subsequent seed movement
upon capture. However, results of our seed bank samples, which had not impeded seed
movements, also yielded no signiEcant microsite effects on seed densiEes beyond parent
shrubs. Therefore, we sEess that cauEon should be used when applying the phenomenon
of intense lateral dispersal in arid-lands to the seeds of shrubs.
The similarity in the number of Lazrea and yfzzzbz'o.sza seeds tr^ped during
dispersal may also have been an effect of their differing dispersal strategies. The
propagule morphology of yfzzzbz-ofza is both syn^tospermic, where coalescence of oneseeded carpels to form a compound propagule limits dispersal, and possibly
epizoochorous (where seed morphology facilitates secondary dispersal via sEcking to
animal fur). The synaptospermy of y^zzzbz-osza propagules may have been effecEve in
limiting dispersal distances to less than 2 m of parent shrubs; while Lazrea propagules
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were found well beyond 3 m. When the significant occurrence of y4/Mbrosza seedlings
and juveniles under parent shrubs in our results is considered in conjunction with its
limited dispersal and propagule morphology, the mother-site hypothesis ^)pears to be a
viable explanation for the y^mbrosm's apparent dispersal strategy. The mother-site
hypothesis was a popular explanation for the predominance of andtelechory species
(species with strategies to hinder long-distance dispersal) in desert environments (Ellner
and Schmida 1981). The hypothesis proposes that the best strategy for continued survival
of the species in environments where suitable sites are limited is to keep as many seeds as
possible within the immediate vicinity of the mother site, which is idenEEed as "suitable"
by her successful reproducEon there, y^mbrofza, is known to have relaEvely high adult
mortality, 40-100 Emes greater than that of Lazrea (McAuliGe 1988, Bowers et al. 1995).
Thus, there is a high likelihood that an y4zzibz"o.y:ajuvenile will eventually reclaim the
mother site. It is important to note, however that synaptospermy can sometimes be an
antitelechous side-effect of an adapEve mechanism that is unrelated to dispersal (Ellner
and Shmida 1981).
Lazrea, on the other hand, remains one of the relaEvely few desert species
adapted for long-distance dispersal. Lazrea Euits dehisce into Eve one-seeded
propagules covered with aerodynamic pappi. Our results indicate that more Lazrea
would be found in transit than yizzzbz-osza because more Lazrea seeds were trapped in open
areas and under non-L/A shrubs than yfzzzbz-osza. AddiEonally, Lazrea seeds were found
at greater distances Eom conspeciEcs thauvfzzzbz'o.ïza. The escape hypothesis is an
explanaEon for the evoluEonary advantage of long-distance dispersal (Janzen 1970 and
Connell 1971). Given that Lazrea are likely to occupy a site for between 100-1100 years
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(Vasek 1980, Bowers et al. 1995), escape Eom sibling compeEEon would yield long-term
Etness. In addiEon, there have been past observaEons of intraspeciEc allelopathy in
Lazrea (e.g. Went 1952,1955). Boyd and Brum (1983) experimented with seedling
survival of Lazrea and Ezund survival increased with distance Eom adult Lazrea shrubs.
Sheps (1972) suggested Lazrea's high seedling mortality beneath adult conspeciEcs may
not be due to moisture and nutrient hmitaEon and may, instead, be caused by self
inhibiEon. Indeed, the most dEect evidence of Lazrea's ability to inhibit itself (as well as
inhibiting y4zzzbz-asfa) comes Eom Mahall and Callaway (1990) who experimentally
demonstrated allelopathy when Lazrea roots are contacted by another plant. In our
results, Lazrea recruitment under adult Lazrea was disproporEonately lower than
yfzzibz-osfa recruitment under adult yfzzzbz-osza and given that Lazrea's seed bank under
adult conspeciEcs was signiEcanEy higher, juvenile recruitment of Lazrea under adult
Lazrea was no difkrent than m other microsites with far less seed density. Also, Lazrea
recruitment of juveniles under adult conspeciEcs was relaEvely unsuccessful compared to
other microsite types (Fig. 4).
The addendum to the escape hypothesis is that long-distance dispersal wiE also
allow seeds to escape intense granivory under producEve adults. The probability that a
given seed is consumed by granivores is a fimcEon of both that seed's posiEon in a
preference hierarchy and its distance Eom a shrub canopy (Hay and Fuller 1981). The
granivory experiments indicated that a slight preference for Lazrea seeds over yfzzzbz-osza
may exist. Fewer Lazrea seed remained in dishes aAer exposure to consumers than
yfzzzbz-wza on most occasions and on three occasions, this effect was signiEcant. Also,
given fewer propagules disperse at far distances Eom parents, we found a Eend o f more
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Larrea seeds/propagule with greater distances Eom adult conspeciEcs and this trend was
not Eiund in y4/Mbmsia. Evidence of intense granivory on Lazrea seeds under adult
conspeciEcs was Eund in the granivory experiments where greater seed removal under
Lazrea adults compared to other microsite types was determined to be signiEcant on two
occasions. AddiEonally, during dispersal (both 2000 and 2001) and in the seed bank,
signiEcantly less Lazrea seeds were trapped under its parent shrub than the number of
yfzzzbz-ogia seeds trapped under its parent shrub at the ULE macrosite. ULE did not have
great differences between Lazrea and y4mbz-ofza seed producEon (2000-2001), but there
was evidence E r preErenEal granivory on Lazrea over ydmbz-oj^za at ULE in two of Ee
three granivory experiments. Lazrea's ability to disperse its seeds far Eom Ee parent,
Een, would be most beneEcial to recruitment and Lazrea adults able to perErm this feat
would have higher EEess.
E Ee seed bank samples, vfzzzbz-ofza seed density was higher than that of Lazrea
and this species difErence was signiEcant at two of Ee Eur macrosites.

It is possible

that granivores may have preferenEally consumed more Lazrea seeds than y4zzzbz-osza.
However, our evidence E r preferenEal consumpEon of Lazrea seeds over yfzzzbz-ofza was
very shght and most mtense granivory occurred under adult Lazrea which retained
signiEcanEy more seeds m Ee seed bank than oEer microsite types. AnoEer possibility
is Eat y4zMbz-o.yza seeds may have more longevity m Ee soil than Lazrea. However, boE
species retained equal proporEons of EeE estimated seed producEon m Ee soil seed bank
(Fig. 1). Perh^s, Ee slight, but cumulaEve effects of lateral secondary Espersal
reEstnbuted yfzzzbz-ojza seeds Eom undemeaE surrounding parent shrubs. I f this had been
Ee cause of Ending more y4zzz6z-ofza seeds in Ee soil raEer than during Espersal, Een it
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would be expected Eat more

seeds would accumEate under shrubs than m

open areas and this had not occurred. Beyond Ee parent shrub, Eere were no significant
microsite effects on seed bank seed densiEes of eiEer species. Some amount of seed
reEstnbuEon was evident m Ee relaEve distribuEons of Lazrea and ydmbz-osza seeds
during Espersal and seed bank liE stages (Fig. 4). Also, Ee Lazrea and yfzzibzofza seed
densiEes m Ee seed bank were more representaEve of Eeir estimated landscape level
seed producEon than during Espersal (Fig. 1). It is likely, EereEre, Eat Ee rarity of
Elding viable Lazrea and v^zMbz-osza seeds m Ee soil seed bank made Ee detecEon of
signiEcant microsite effects impossible given our sample size. Thus, adEt y^zzzbz-ofza
density, wEch sigmEcantly exceeds that of Lazrea, appears to have contributed to its
greater seed avmlability compared to Lazrea.

SeedlingEstablishment
Recruitment of Lazrea and .^zzzbz-ofza is not an annuE event (Ackerman 1979);
however, m years of sufEcient late summer rainfall mass germinaEon ofboE Lazrea and
yfzzzbz-ofza seedlings occur and relaEve abundance ofyfzzzbz-ojiza seeEmgs can be
EsproporEonately greater than Lazrea (BeaEey 1974, Goldberg and Turner 1986).
SurvivE of Lazrea and y4zzzbz"o.yza seeEmgs to two years may be Eom 4-16% E r Lazrea
(Sheps 1973) and ca. 3% E r yfzzzbz-ofza in unEstufbed commumEes, but can escEate to
58% m denuded areas (Hunter 1989). The results of this sEdy mEcate that /(zzzbz-ofza
germinaEon and seedlmg survivE are greater than Eat of Lazrea and it is Eese liE stages
Eat conEbuted most to Ee EsproporEonate fiscunEty of y4zzzbz-osza relaEve E Lazrea.
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BoE Lazrea and X/zzbz-ofza recruit relatively more of Eeir mEviduals m Ee same
microsite types; Eus, it is not likely Eat Ee effects of spatial heterogeneity serve E
enhance coexistence between Eese two species. RaEer, large Efferences m life-hisEry
traits and eGecEve means of overcoming consistent mterference via allelopaEy or
facihmEon are more likely mechanisms which operate to maintain Ee balance of Eese
two species. McAuliffe (1988) observed markedly Efferent microdistribuEons of young
Lazrea and ^zzzbz-ofza; most recnntment of young Lazrea occurred beneaE (< 0.26 m)
adEt yfznbz-ofza shrubs while young yfzMbz-osia recruit most oAen m open
microenvironments (on average >0.5 m Aom oEer shrubs). McAuliffe (1988)
demonstrated Eat Lazrea and y^zzzbz-osza codominance could be preEcted Aom a threestate Markov-chain model. McAuliffe's model used probabiliEes of transiEons among
microenvironments (open space, beneaE adult y4z»bz"(«ia, and space occupied by Lazrea)
computed Aom Lazrea and v4zzzbz-osza recruitment and mortality rates. Results Aom Ee
model preEcted Lazrea and yfzzfbz-afza codominance and corresponded w iE observed
paAem of Lazrea and vlzzzbz-asza coloiEzaEon. McAuhffe (1988) concluded w iE a few
underlying mechanisms that could explain Ee nonrandom recruitment of Lazrea and
y4zzzbz-ofza among rmcroenvironments. He proposed Eat Ee presence of open versus
shrub rmcroenvAonments can have considerable effects on seed EstribuEon, germinaEon,
and post-germinaEon survival by enAapping more wind-blown seeds and providing safesites (sensu Harper 1977) E r escape Aom predaEon, germinaEon and early seeEmg
survival.
Given that relaEvely few Lazrea seeds Esperse under Xzzzbz-osza, recruitment of
Lazrea seedlings and juveniles was facilitated by adEt y4zzzbz-o.rza in this sEdy. One out
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of three Lazrea seedlings were Eund m associaEon w iE y4zzzbro.sza and at lower Lucky
Strike, recruitment of Lazrea under ylzzibz-ojiia was slighEy higher than recruitment m
oEer microsiE types, yfzzzbz-ojza was also a good nurse plant E r conspeciEcs; alEough it
is uncertain wheEer Ee high recruitment was a EmcEon of high seed density or high
seedlmg emergence and survival. Walker et al. (2001) determined seedling survival E r
yizzzbrosza was highest under nonliving shrubs and in open microsites, alEough
recruitment of yfzzzbrwza seedlings is most Eequent beneaE adEt conspeciEcs. Our
resEts Ed not mEcate that yfzzzbz'o.yza recnntment m Ee open was relaEvely more
successEil than under Lazrea or oEer shrubs and this resEt is contrary to McAEiGe
(1988).
MicrophyEc crusts have sigmEcant efEcts upon Ee soils Eey colonize. Crusts
reduce soil permeability but are correlated w iE deeper water penetraEon (Loope and
GifErd 1972). Soils covered w iE crust retain moisture E r longer periods of time and
crusts retard soil erosion (BooE 1941). Crusts Ex ca. 25 kg of mtrogen/ha/yr (West and
Skujins 1977) and may increase Ee orgamc carbon content of soil (Fletcher and Martin
1948, Shubert and Starks 1978). The direct impacts of microphyEc crust E Ee soils Eey
colonize are weE documented; however, how Eese edaphic beneEts impact vascEar
plants remains speculaEon. St. Clair et al. (1984) Eund Eat Ee dense matrix of mtact
microphyEc colomes reduces seedling establishment. Yet, when crust colomes were
removed and placed m greenhouse experiments, soils w iE crust enhanced establishment
of two grass species. OEers have Eund reduced amounts of seedlmgs associated w iE
crust soils (ScEaEerer and TisdEe 1969, Lesica and SheEy 1992). Prasse and Bomkamn
(2000) experimented w iE Ee emergence of vascular plants m desert areas where soil
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surface crusts were disturbed and intact. They concluded that intact desert crusts reduce
emergence densiEes and prevent seed entrapment. In our study, Ee lack of microphyEc
crust effects on seed entrapment compared to barren open microsites contraEcts previous
Endings that support higher seed entnqzment m crevices around Ee periphery of crusts
(BoudeU et E. 2002). E addiEon, no Lazrea or yfzzzbzofza juveniles were Eund m
associaEon w iE microphyEc crust. This resEt coEd be due to two reasons: 1) successfE
seedling establishment on soils w iE crust is a rarity or 2) subsequent seedling survivE
Eward Ee juvemle liE-stage is considerably low. EiEer hypoEesis is viable and
demands furEer study.

PopulaEon Consequences
EnvironmentE eGects on seed EspersE, germinaEon and seeEmg establishment
occur at Ee level of patch type. Similarly, predator, herbivore and paEogen effects on
seeds and seedlings vary among patch types (Chambers and MacMahon 1994).
Recnntment, Een, is perh^s best understood by mvesEgaEng Ee Efferences m patch
quality E r seeds and seedlings and how patches affisct Ee success of recnntment.
CorrelaEons of Lazrea and y^zzzbrosza seed densiEes m Ee seed bank of patch types
w iE Ee occurrence ofjuvemles m Ee same patch type yielded a somewhat Escordant,
but mostly mdependent, relaEonship E r Lazrea (r, < 0) while y4zzzbz-osza seed densiEes
and juveniles were relaEvely concordant (r, > 0). This result adds to Ee mEEple factors
Eund m this sEdy which favor yfzzzbz-osza recnntment over Lazrea recnntment. Seedseedhng establishment conflicts can have sigmEcant effects on Ee overall quanEty of
recrmtment at Ee landsc^e level (Schupp 1995). The lack of concordance m seed and
seeEmg density is a conGict m plant recnntment paEems that uncouples two crucial EE
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stages for sexually reproducing plants. Mechanisms which can cause spatial discordance
between seeds and seedlings include initial dispersal patterns, habitat-speciGc predation,
and life-stage-specific physiological responses to the immediate environment or patch. In
addition, the degree of spatial heterogeneity in seed dispersal and seedling survival can
yield concordance or discordance depending upon the which life stage is more likely to
determine the Gnal site of establishment (Schupp and Fuentes 1995). In the case of
Z/U/reu, for example, the coefGcient of variation at the time of germination and seedling
emergence is far greater than the spatial heterogeneity of larreu's seed bank. Thus,
because patchy germination, rather than seed density, will determine the site of
establishment, Zarrea seed-seedhng establishment is likely to be discordant. yf/Mbrojm
recruitment, on the other hand, is not further complicated or limited by the lack of a
positive relationship in seed-seedhng estabhshment. Instead, yfmbrogia seed densities
determine where new individuals w ill estabhsh.
Granivores appeared to have little impact on the population dynamics of Zarrea and
vfmbro.yza. v47M6rofia seeds were consumed equally as much as Zarrea seeds except
occasionally. Additionally, la/rea's seed bank was not reduced disproportionately
reduced relative to that ofyfmbrojfa.
yfmArojfa had a relatively more clumped distribution of seeds than Zarrea and this
non-uniform seed distribution could contribute to the coexistence of the two species.
However, coexistence of Zarrea and y4/M6ro.;;a is not likely to be enhanced by spatial
heterogeneity because Za/rea and yf/Mbrajfa recruited in similar microhabitats more often
than in dissimilar microhabitats- particularly, under adult vfmbrosia where

fa's

seeds are clumped. The most likely mechanism which would serve to allow Zarrea and
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to consistently coexist in plant communities across the Mojave Desert is the
well-balanced trade-offbetween Za/rga's low fecundity and long adult longevity and
v^TMbrofza's high fiscundity and shorter adult longevity.
In conclusion, poor germination of Zarrea is one of several explanations for the
relatively slow recruitment of fLarrea compared to .^mbrogza. Z,arrea is relatively limited
by seed availability compared to vfmbrofza and lack of available seeds may be largely
explained by selective granivory on larrea. Suitable sites for ZarTga and yfmbrosza
estabhshment are similar and equally available for both species. Escaping granivory in a
suitable site for estabhshment may be more important for lurreu than vfmbrojzu.
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APPENDIX A
Perennial plants found in 40,100
quadrats in Lucky Strike and Lee Canyons of the
Spring Mountains, Nevada, USA in 2001.
Relative Density

Species

za dzzzMOfu

Relative Cover

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

0.068

0.061

0.039

0.042

0.216
0.012

0.158

0.228

0.151

0.006
0.008

0.015

0.015

0.018

0.014

Boz/eya zWZzrodzaZa

0.011
0.092

0.121

0.003

0.005

Cofgogyzze romof üfzma
CorypAo/zïAa vzvÿwa

0.013

0.009

0.052

0.044

0.009

0.005

0.000

0.000

co/z/êrZ(/ô/za

Dead Shrub
EcAzMOcacZwj /wfycqpbaZwf
EcAzMOcerezzf enggfzMamTzzz
Emce/zo vzVgzzzgnfü
/zevodenfw
Enogomzzmyôfczcw/aZwm
ErzogOMzzzM z/^aZwzM
Grqyza jpzmrwa

0.128

0.047

0.123

0.099

0.009
0.019
0.044

0.008

0.004

0.004

0.013

0.006

0.055
0.030

0.030
0.080

0.007
0.034

0.035
0.037

0.057

0.048

0.084

0.190

0.147

0.013

0.048

0.008

0.006

0.008

0.008
0.036

^mgmocfea f oüo/a

0.014

0.017

Xramerza erecZa
KirafcAemzMMztovza /azzaZa

0.039

0.027

0.017
0.064

0.066
0.023

0.046
0.024

0.118

0.010

0.005

Larrea Zn'dgaZaZa
Z^czw/M azzzfg/voMzz
Mezzodora ^zzzegcezzf
CtpzzzzZza bajz/arzy

0.058

0.028

0.056

0.051
0.094
0.014

0.022

0.019

0.019
0.052

0.005

0.001

0.001

0.002

0.049

CtpzzzzZza bzgg/avzz

0.011

0.007

0.003

0.006

Ctpzazha ramo.;üfzma

0.020

0.016

0.011

0.011

P/gzzrqpAü rzgzzfa

0.022

0.016

0.002

0.002

PforoZAazMzzzzf^gmonZzz
Sa/zzarza zzzaczcazza

0.013
0.014

0.008
0.014

Sa/vza dozTzz

#

5{pAaera/cea azzzbzgzza

0.077
0.074

fzzcca brgvz/b/za

0.008

0.058
0.004

|Hzcca f cAzdzgera

0.013

0.007

0.069

0.063

. 0.019
0.008

0.019

0.012
0.060

0.019

0.141

0.082

#
0.070
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APPENDIX B
Estimates of lazrea and
seed/seedling dynamics within microsite types and
scaled to the level of a hectare. For each data set in each study plot, mean densities/m^ of
associated microsite types were multiplied by the average microsite cover per 100 m^ of
the study plot. These values were then multiplied by 100 to obtain the estimated number
of seed/seedlings that would occur a typical spatially heterogeneous hectare of aZazreab^ada. Finally, for each microsite type and each data set, plots were averaged
and seed/seedling densities/m^ of associated microsite per hectare were summed for all
microsite types to obtain the numbers used in Figure 1.

plot
: 1

2

3

parent

4

: 5
6

7
8

plot
1

species

production dispersal

13,981
33,278

14,600
39,150

0

0

Ambros/a

24,137
775,404

7,308

3,281

Larrea

138,662

13,194

10,500

0

Ambrosia

512,955

0:1c

0

Larrea
Ambrosia
Larrea
Ambrosia

16,755
83,059
57,703
62,863
987
112,594

64,260
1,704

0

0

0
2,201
25

2,906
7,677
10,166

207,600
9,975

1,315

O.'.vCO

2,012

3,169
30
8,991

221
29,582

0

0

0

.'i.cZ-'O

1,043

39,906

8,482

6,125

0

0

68,510

33,032
83,107

120,190
44,300

0

10,891
8,105
16,103

146,200
10 463
143 688

688

426
0
2,697

0

0

0

2,539

Larree

Larrea
Ambrosia
Larrea
Ambrosia
Larrea

212,752
264,926
35,394

Ambrosia
Larrea
Ambrcsra
species
Larrea

163,946

production dispersal

Ambrosia
opposite

2
3

seed bank seedlings* juveniles*

Larrea
Ambrosia
Larrea
Ambrosia i

24,137
775,404
138,662
512,955
16,755
83,059

0

seed bank seedlings

352

0

5,110

10,950

0
232
5,744
3,025

juveniles

19

679
0

274

5,250
10,500

0

0

0

0

0
31,950

0

109

0

225
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4
5
6
7
8
plot
: 1

; 2
3

non-L/A

4

57,703

0

13,238

0

172

Arrrbresra
Larrea

62,863
987

319
0

9,975

0

1,213

0

0

0

Arrrbresra

112,594

0

2,050

0

0

Larrea
Arrrbresra

39,906

0

0

0

68,510

1,544

0
0

0

118

Larrea

212,752
■■v.r:

4,747

0

0

0

0

6,584

1,329
0

132

35,394
163,946

0

5,538
0
>,

Arrrbresra
Larrea
Arrrbresra

production idKpersal seed bank seedUngs juveniles
51,994
0
0
9,595
24,13^
Larrea
0
17,470
771
775,404
21,962
Arrrbresra
0
8,914
17,942
26
138,662
Larrea
854
0
11,278
131
512,955
Arrrbresra
0
0
14,761
79
16,755
Larrea
0
202.200
6,268
259
83,059
Arrrbresra
0
0
38
12,935
57,703
Larrea
0
0
26,363
627
Arrrbresra
62,863
Larrea
Arrrbresra

987
112,594

6

Larrea
Arrrbresra

39,906
68,510

Larrea
Arrrbresra
Larrea

212,752
264,926

8
plot
1
2
3

4
5
6

0

15
102

species

5

7

open

Larrea

Arrrbres/a

35,394
163,946

1,634

0

0

0

3,968

14,704

0

16,130
1,168
15,714

17,520
17,520
60,750

0

163
0

0

231

2,106
13,622

70,875
0

0
0
0

8
332
0

12,108

37,838

0

463

production dispersal seed bank seedlings juveniles
98,176
0
590
35
24,137
Larrea
147,500
13,570
775,404
55,342
2,891
Arrrbresra
0
18,783
112,519
18
138,662
Larrea
0
150,025
2,400
450
512,955:
Arrrbresra
21,606
0
617
19
16,755
Larrea
0
6,173
1,494
10,494
83,059
Arrrbresra
0
0
20,352
39
57,703
Larrea
species

Arrrbresra
Larrea
Arrrbresra
Larrea

62,863
987;
112,594!
39,906!

5,252
0

246,188
0

2,626

22,492
33,415

35,425
33,415

0
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0
0

4,169
0
298
0

72

7
8

68,510

16,602

0

0

202

Lamea

25,082
22,689

90,613
0

0

36

Ambfos/a
Lamea

212,752
264,926
35,394

0

1,652

0

Ambms/a

163,946

2,041

60,738
60,738

1,486
24

0

729
juveniles

seed bank seedlings

plot

species

1

Larrea
Ambrosia

24,137
775,404

693
2,247

0

0

0

6,413

1,334

0

Larrea

138,662

5,650

0

0

0

Ambrosia
Larrea

512,955
16,755

1,898
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

Ambrosia

83,059
57,703

1,989

8,575

0

0

0

0

0

0

62,863
987
112,594
39,906

457
984

17,844

1,085
0

0

4,921
0

17,575
0
0
0

2
3

crust

Ambms/a

4
5

6
7
8

Larrea
Ambrosia
Larrea
Ambrosia
Larrea
Ambrosia
Larrea
Ambrosia

production dispersal

68,510
212,752

Larrea

264,926
35,394

Ambrosia

163,946

0
0
0
4,983
332

0

0

4,983

0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0
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